
This document contains thoughts / talking points citizens concerned with excessive noise may find useful when
sharing their concern with the Public Safety Committee and others:

At the beginning of the pandemic elected officials disregarded science, did we not learn any lessons? The
World Health Organization (WHO) has documented all the science that clearly states nighttime sound levels
above 45 decibels damage your ability to sleep and lead to numerous long term diseases.  How can our
elected officials have forgotten to listen to facts?

CAN has collaborated with city staff for over two years, collecting input from 30+ neighborhoods, attending
dozens of face to face and virtual meetings.  This is the type of collaboration that has been applauded by city
leadership, and should be much more effective than citizens just making demands without engaging in
solutions.  How can it be that the number one concern of the majority of tax paying citizens is ignored.

Most existing city noise ordinances establish limits for residential areas.  Why does Asheville try to go a
different direction?  What forces are disregarding the health of our citizens.

Excessive sound does not kill us immediately.  Is that why our city cannot act with passion.  Think about the
history of water pollution.  Businesses were allowed to pollute our streams and rivers until it became obvious to
everyone that people and wildlife were dying. Even then some expressed the loss of jobs as a reason not to
act.  Excessive sound often can be easily mitigated, why not demand it now.

The city is suggesting a trial period, to ensure that the proposed ordinance is accomplishing its goals without
unmanageable side effects.  We think that is a great idea, with transparency to the public and oversight by the
proposed noise control board.  Why not follow WHO science that protects us and evaluate the many
unfounded concerns that Asheville “vibrancy” will be destroyed.  Protect health and wellbeing first!

Do not let commercial interests declare that a noise ordinance will be the death of live music.  This
exaggeration is proven false by the Orange Peel and testimony from its neighbors.  What is under debate is
only whether venues even attempt to be good neighbors when adjacent to residences.  Why aim their
speakers directly at homes where kids need to sleep to learn and grow.  There are many ways to mitigate
excessive sound, just require the effort to mitigate..

We know that many businesses suffered during the pandemic. Delaying the enactment of the ordinance is
appropriate to allow these businesses that are coming back to near normal to understand if they are producing
excess noise.  It has taken years to get this close to an effective ordinance, we have to strive for an ordinance
that will last for a decade.

CAN responded when told that there was a big gap between the needs of residents and Asheville Music
Professionals (AMP).  We met with AMP and explained the facts of high sound level impact on people’s health.
From there we negotiated, worked hard, found common ground. Both CAN and AMP agreed that residential
districts need objective maximum sound limits and that complaints must be measured at the complaining
location.  We presented our agreement to the city and were praised for resolving differences.  Now, the
recommended changes include neither agreement!

Just ask Kenilworth or CBD residents about the accuracy of measuring sound levels at the originating location.
You can measure all day at street level but that does not represent the sound that arrives at a residents home.
Sound from commercial buildings may originate from upper stories  Sound from venues move 360 degrees
around the building and reflect from adjacent buildings. Trying to enforce this ordinance by taking a measure
on those properties will lead to dispute and delay in mitigation, if not court cases.  Why put the city in this
situation.



The World Health Organization recommends a maximum of 45 decibel sound level at 3 feet from the exterior of
your home to allow you to sleep peacefully with an open window. Excessive sound producers may say, who
needs to sleep with their windows open.  Not only is it your right, but why place the burden on residents to pay
to run an air conditioner when fresh air does the job.  Why put the cost on all residents to add sound reduction
material to their homes.


